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Note: In the DLR on 4/28/20, Canadian cattle on feed statistics
were reported incorrectly in the text (graphics were correct) where
cattle placements and marketings were supposed to be in thousand
head and not million head. A revised version of the DLR can be found
here. We apologize for any confusion.
Dairy cow slaughter in the first quarter of 2020 has been tracking
slightly above the five-year average, but below the same quarter in
2019. The first quarter of 2019 saw weekly slaughter levels that had
not occurred since the first quarter of 2013. Recently, dairy cow
slaughter was 67,748 head for the week of April 18, 2020, which is the
third-highest weekly slaughter for 2020. The prior two weekly highs
both occurred in January this year. Typically, dairy cow slaughter starts
off the year at peak levels and declines through the second quarter
with a bottom usually occurring at the start of the third quarter then
rising in the fourth quarter.
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bring cows to market.
Through mid-April, cull cow prices have been averaging $50.06 per
cwt which is slightly above the same period last year ($49.87 per cwt)
but well below the five-year average of $71.83 per cwt. Despite the
struggling cull cow prices, dairy slaughter continues at a strong pace. For
beef cattle, the lower cull cow prices may be leading cattle producers to
consider retaining cattle longer in hopes of improved market conditions.
Retaining cattle will depend on pasture conditions and available forage.
As discussed in yesterday’s DLR, drought conditions continue to spread
in the U.S. which may increasingly become a factor in producer decisions
if drought conditions worsen.
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Since the start of the year, beef cow slaughter had been above the
same week last year, until mid-March before dropping off drastically.
Since mid-March, beef cow slaughter has declined 23.4% in just four
weeks to almost 48,000 head for the week of April 18, 2020. This is a
counter-seasonal move and a level typically seen around holidays and
well below the five-year average for this time of year. The decline in
beef cow slaughter is driven by similar disruptions in non-fed kill plants
that is effecting fed cattle slaughter related to COVID-19. Slaughter
data is lagged two weeks, and so the graphics are reflecting situations
prior to the Executive order announced this week. Non-fed plants,
although have not been as widely announced in closure lists, are still
effected by labor shortages, absenteeism, and adjusted work situations
to address safety. Lower prices could also be discouraging producers to
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The Daily Livestock Report is made possible with support from readers like you. If you enjoy this report, find it valuable
and would like to sustain it going forward, consider becoming a contributor. Just go to www.DailyLivestockReport.com
to contribute by credit card or send your check to The Daily Livestock Report, P.O. Box 4872, Manchester, NH 03018

Thank you for your support!
The Daily Livestock Report is published by Steiner Consulting Group, DLR Division, Inc.. To subscribe, support or unsubscribe please visit www.dailylivestockreport.com.
The Daily Livestock Report is not owned, controlled, endorsed or sold by CME Group Inc. or its affiliates and CME Group Inc. and its affiliates disclaim any and all responsibility for the information
contained herein. CME Group®, CME® and the Globe logo are trademarks of Chicago Mercantile Exchange, Inc.
Disclaimer: The Daily Livestock Report is intended solely for information purposes and is not to be construed, under any circumstances, by implication or otherwise, as an offer to sell or a solicitation to buy or trade any commodities or securities whatsoever. Information is obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but is in no way guaranteed. No guarantee of any kind is implied or
possible where projections of future conditions are attempted. Futures trading is not suitable for all investors, and involves the risk of loss. Past results are no indication of future performance.
Futures are a leveraged investment, and because only a percentage of a contract’s value is require to trade, it is possible to lose more than the amount of money initially deposited for a futures
position. Therefore, traders should only use funds that they can afford to lose without affecting their lifestyle. And only a portion of those funds should be devoted to any one trade because a
trader cannot expect to profit on every trade.

